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Abstract7

The objective of the study is to assess the reliability of distribution system and suggest8

solutions of reliability improvement in smart grid environment. A feeder, which has high rate9

of interruption, is selected as case study, for reliability improvement measures. This feeder,10

having two sectionalizing switches with calculated reliability indices: SAIDI of 0.2377411

hr/customer/yr and SAIFI of 0.11887 int/customer/yr. The12

corresponding cost of energy not served plus discounted cost of sectionalizing switches is 698.58113

US/yr.Ageneticalgorithmoptimizationtechniqueisdevelopedtoimproveautomation, reclosingandswitchingcapacityofthefeeder.Asectionalizer, anautomaticcircuitrecloser, andthreesectionalizingswitchesareintegratedinthenewdesignintegratedwithexistingtwoswitches.SAIDIvalueof0.25001hr/customer/yrandSAIFIof0.12301int/customer/yrforthefeederhavebeenachieved.Thecorrespondingcostofenergynotservedplusdiscountedcostofautomation, reclosingandswitchingis4598.100US/yr.14

15

Index terms— reliability, smart grid, sectionalizers, ACR, and sectionalizing switches, GA optimization.16

1 I. Introduction17

n utilities, achieving Power distribution reliability has been very challenging issue due to various shortcomings18
of legacy distribution network: Radial distribution system is vulnerable to faults, supply and demand imbalance19
occurs, aging of system equipment and time taking fault locating mechanism. Such vulnerability of the system to20
disturbance has caused frustration in daily activity of the customer. Unpredictable and non-programmed power21
outage, and long outage duration has affected customer electricity consumption patterns. Hence, the reliability22
issue is still the basic challenge for power utility to meet the customers need. Upgrading of the legacy distribution23
system to smart distribution system to alleviate existing problems is the proposed solution of this paper.24

Being reliability one of the core advantages of smart grid system, its implementation makes visible change in25
the system’s reliable power delivery and operation. Implementation of smart distribution is not one step work26
but continual improvement. The aim of this paper is to study some of the features of smart grid to step up the27
legacy distribution system with an incremental step towards the smart distribution.28

2 a) Objective29

A feeder, which has high rate of interruption, is selected as case study, for reliability improvement measures. This30
feeder, having two sectionalizing switches with calculated reliability indices: SAIDI of 0.23774 hr/customer/yr31
and SAIFI of 0.11887 int/ customer/yr. The corresponding cost of energy not served plus discounted cost of32
sectionalizing switches is 1698.581 US$/yr.33

The study looks into the current system’s reliability issues, challenges and possible effective improvement areas34
and explore the implementation of smart grid features for alleviating the existing distribution problems.35

A genetic algorithm optimization technique is developed and used to improve automation, reclosing and36
switching capacity of the feeder. The optimization resulted in new design of a sectionalizer, an ACR,37
and three sectionalizing switches integrated with the existing two sectionalizing switches. SAIDI value38
of 0.25001hr/customer /yr and SAIFI of 0.12301int/customer/yr for the feeder have been achieved. The39
corresponding cost of energy not served plus discounted cost of automation, reclosing and switching is 4598.10040
US$/yr. Reliability improvement by each new device is also calculated.41
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5 II. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

3 b) Methodology42

For this particular problem in power distribution reliability, the study goes through literature survey on smart43
grid reliability solution and come up with ideas of mitigating the problems.44

Reliability investigation of the feeder, selected as case study area highlighted a highly pronounced interruption45
problems. Then, the study identified reliability solutions in smart grid environment. Finally, simulation for the46
identified solutions is made in Matlab R2016a environment using genetic algorithm optimization.47

4 c) Literature Review i. Smart Grid on Distribution System48

The smart grid resources [1,2] such as renewable resources, storage devices, demand response and electric49
transportation have impact on the distribution network load profile. Ultimate use of these resources reduces50
peak demand but the system will be operated near to peak demands overtime. This?????????? = ? ?? ?? ?? ??51
? ?? ??(1)?????????? = ? ? ?? ?? ?? (2)52

where, ? i is average failure rate of load point i U i average annual outage time of load point i N i number of53
customers connected to load point i CAIDI and ASAI are directly obtained from SAIDI and SAIFI as:??????????54
= ?????????? ?????????? ?(3)55

According to IEEE Standard 1366-1998 [8] the median value for North American utilities SAIFI is approx-56
imately 1.10 interruptions per customer, SAIDI is approximately 1.50 hours and CAIDI is approximately 1.3657
hours per customer.58

But the problem with such reliability measures is that the load loss during outage is neglected. Moreover,59
a calculation of these indices is inconsistent. They don’t show particular reliability measure in a bus but the60
system. For same number of interruptions in two systems, the reliability of the systems is affected by the number61
of customers. The more the number of customers, the lesser the reliability numeric value is obtained. Reliability62
measurement is also conducted from customer point of view. iii. Reliability Improvement Methods Reliability of63
distribution system can be improved by increasing distribution system protection, decreasing equipment failure,64
system automation, installment of reclosing and switching devices and system configuration [9,10]. System65
automation shorten interruption duration. Restoration time of momentary outage event will be small [11,12,13].66
Similarly system configuration [14] produces effective improvement in reliability. Additionally, reclosing and67
switching devices provide patterns to help to localize fault points and disconnect faulted lines. This achieves68
pushing a fault event affect fewer numbers of customers only. Sectionalizing devices also enable way of choosing69
supplying path during contingency. The study considers automation, installment of reclosing and switching70
devices for reliability improvement.71

One of the methods of reliability enhancement is increase in level of protection of distribution system. Increase72
in protection device gives option of selective protection system; thus, any failure in some part of distribution73
network may not affect other part of distribution portion [6]. Selective automation of distribution system can74
also improve the reliability of? ?? ?? ???????? = 1 ? ?????????? 8760 ?(4)75

increases system’s failure susceptibility. The congestion in grid interconnection with large number of line76
transfers reduces reliability margins. During failure, the system will be subjected to high tensions as it is almost77
operating at peak demand. At the peak demand, the fault correction time and tolerable error margins are78
very small leading to volatility of the system. Moreover, storage system, distributed resources are coordinated79
to achieve flat load profile almost near to the peak load demand which push maximum asset utilization [3,4].80
Though such kinds of effects occur, the reliability of distribution system is improved for sure with implementation81
of smart distribution system [5]. Reliability modeling and analysis of the system can reveal how power exchange82
between utility and customer side is enhanced. Modeling of distribution system helps to undergo reliability83
analysis, risk analysis, contingency analysis and sensitivity analysis. Only reliability analysis [5] is the concern84
of this study.85

5 ii. Reliability Analysis86

Reliability of distribution system can be expressed numerically using reliability indices: System Average87
Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI), Customer Average88
Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) and Average System Availability Index (ASAI).These quantities reveal the89
sustained interruption frequency and duration of interruption on monthly basis or annual calculations. Moreover,90
reliability analysis can also be conducted using failure rates and outage duration of system components [6,7].91
The reliability data can be illustrated using geographical maps and histograms to have better visualization of92
distribution portions with good or bad outage experience.93

SAIDI and SAIFI are the best known reliability measures [6]. They are calculated to display general reliability94
characteristics of a distribution system. distribution system by more than half by placing automatically controlled95
switch mid-way in the distribution system; any downstream fault away from the switch cannot affect customers96
in the upstream [15].97

For momentary faults occurring in distribution system, installation of ACR in overhead lines can avoid98
sustained interruption by reconnecting outage line after self-clearing of the fault [12,6], and if the fault persists,99
it ensures power delivery to upstream part of the feeder. The reclosing device helps faults to self-clear before100
affecting upstream customers.101
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As explained above, network reconfiguration capability of a system enables customers’ power access and102
reduction in un served energy of the system. Sectionalizing and tie switch system option create power path103
searching alternative with the existing laterals. This improves supply reliability and power availability. It’s104
also related to fault searching mechanism with remote control capability to identify which line to connect and105
disconnect. The resulting reconfigured network can have multi-objective function such as achieving maximized106
reliability and reduced power loss [14].107

6 iv. Reliability Analysis Methods and Optimization108

Depending on the complexity of distribution system, reliability can be analyzed using various methods. Fault109
tree analysis and Markov analysis [16] method are two examples that have been used in reliability analysis for110
many years. The preference of one with respect to the other depends on how complex and time consuming the111
analysis could be [6,16]. In this study the reliability is evaluated in cut set level, based on Markov analysis.112

7 a. Genetic Algorithm113

The optimization Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used in this study to locate optimal placement of new automating,114
reclosing and sectionalizing devices for reliability improvement. GA is a technique of optimization based on115
natural selection of Darwin’s theory of evolution. The theory lies in that selected initial random population116
with member individuals (chromosomes) can give new population with better fitness and selectivity. These117
individuals (chromosomes) are represented with binary string [17,18,19]. GA has the following main components:118
Representation, Selection, Recombination (Crossover and Mutation), and Fitness function.119

The algorithm searches a location of automating devices (sectionalizing switches, ACR and sectionalizers)120
where reliability of distribution network can be improved. It carries out such optimization under reliability121
constraints targets. Every line segment in the distribution line is treated as candidate for placement of automating122
device. By evaluating the reliability of the system for different locations, an optimal point is obtained.123

v. Contribution For reliability improvement, optimized locations for new switches installment are achieved124
under reliability constraint. Simulation results for the effect of the new devices are tested for reliability125
improvement. Reliability indices of the identified reliability improvement are be evaluated. Sectionalizer,126
automatic circuit recloser (ACR), and sectionalizing switches are integrated in the new design combined with127
existing sectionalizing switches. Objective function is composed of the combined cost of energy not served128
(ECOST) plus discounted cost of automation devices.129

8 II. Current State of Study Distribution System130

A site substation having five outgoing feeders at 15kV voltage level is selected. Out of these, the study feeder has131
the highest installed capacity as shown Table ??. The whole distribution system has a minimum power factor132
of 0.8 and the outgoing line are drawn as uniformly sized conductors for analysis convenience. It is connected to133
other feeder in the substation and to feeders in neighboring substations through open tie switches.134

9 Table 1: Feeder capacity135

The paper assesses reliability improvement measure taken on the feeder, which can bring fair improvement in136
reliability of both to the feeder and to the substation. The feeder single line diagram with existing main CB and137
two sectionalizing switches is shown in Fig. 1 One line diagram of the study feeder Substation feeders have no138
standby networks through which alternative power supply mechanism can be reconfigured. If any fault occurs,139
loads downstream of the fault remain de-energized until fault is cleared. During fault occurrence, because absence140
of remote control mechanism and automated equipment, manual restoration is common practice which takes long141
time to reenergize disconnected lines. Additionally, the feeders has high frequency of interruption and it supplies142
the largest part of the energy from the substation. This is the reason why the reliability improvement study has143
focused on this feeder.144

The interconnection with neighboring feeders has to be supported with adequacy and good reliability of145
the feeder, as any fault at it affects the other feeders as well. Making the feeder distribution mechanisms146
smart enhances power availability in the feeders, as neighboring feeders can share power with this feeder during147
contingency. This improves definitely the substations reliability.148

10 III. Solution Options with Smart Grid Environment a)149

Objective150

Smart grid uses technologies that have high performance in communication with control centers. They are151
remotely controlled. This feature has high importance in automation. The smart distribution is an evolution152
towards smarter power distribution with high flexibility towards controllability, monitoring and protection. The153
smart technology devices are superior in performance of communicating with system equipment, working reliably154
and making logical decisions in power system.155

Examples of smart technology are Intelligent Electronic Device (IED), Phase Measurement Unit (PMU),156
Automatic Sectionalizer, Smart Re closer, and Sectionalizing and Tie Switches. IED, unlike the traditional157
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13 B) DEFINED GENETIC ALGORITHM COMPONENTS

devices such as remote control unit (RCU) and the general purpose programmable logic controller (PLC), they158
can adapt to the working environment [20].159

11 b) Distribution Automation as Base Line for Smart Grid160

Automation of distribution, reclosing and switching capabilities reduce the time duration an interruption lasts.161
If a fault persists for long time, autosectionalizing and auto-isolation of fault is carried out using switching and162
sectionalizing capabilities.163

The automated switch avoids interruptions of customers due to faults in down streams of the switch. It being164
automated means momentary fault can’t cause sustained outage and the switch can be operated from control165
centers. Installment of new devices for automation is important. Automation in distribution for this case is done166
either in the existing switch or placing new switch. Solution Options with Smart Grid Environment optimized167
location and connecting automating devices with it.168

Placement of automating device is done using genetic algorithm assuming the line segments of the system169
as chromosomes of the algorithm. For each location, the feeder’s reliability indices are evaluated to insure170
improvement in reliability. Reliability improvement in this section is assumed to be achieved by installment of171
suitable device from either of sectionalizer, ACR or sectionalizing switch. The reliability of candidates is Year172
2016 ??) and to equations ( ??), (6).F © 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US)173

Fig. 2 is flow chart of algorithm solution. The algorithm starts by obtaining lines in mutual effect (cut sets).174
Mutual effect lines are segment of a feeder where any fault occurrence in some part the feeder affects customers of175
other mutually connected segments. Then, the algorithm puts devices in candidate segments. Reliability indices176
are calculated for the whole feeder with the new devices in the candidate segments. The resulting Reliability177
indices are compared to target reliability indices. The cost minimization process continues by placing either178
of sectionalizer, ACR or sectionalizing switch as long as SAIFI and SAIDI are within target limits. There are179
fifty candidate segments for device placement. Optimization of Reliability improvement with lower total cost180
of devices is simulated within reliability constraints. If the resulting SAIFI and SAIDI violate target limits, a181
new location for placement of devices and/or interchanging the type of devices is tested for better solution under182
the required reliability, the cost of installment is also minimized. In such a process, optimal solution of new183
device placement location is achieved. This flow chart algorithm is written into Matlab R2016a programming184
code and simulated. The objective of this simulation is to evaluate the redesigned distribution networks of the185
feeder for reliability improvement. It’s to validate the design and test its implementation with software based186
analysis. Sectionalizers, ACR or sectionalizing switches placement optimization is simulated. The network design187
optimization and effectiveness is simulated subjected to reliability constraints. The simulation is implemented in188
Matlab R2016a version software using genetic algorithm.189

12 a) Automation and Switching190

In the existing network of the feeder, automation and switching capabilities are limited to substation circuit191
breaker and few (two) sectionalizing switches. The need for better reliability demands installment of recent192
technologies which can enhance system flexibility for quick restoration capability. In this section, placement193
of new devices is simulated to locate which line segments give best options to minimize the objective function194
subjected to reliability constraints. The target line segments are treated as candidate locations for reliability195
improvement test. Hence, any line segment resulting in system SAIFI and SAIDI indices that lies within the196
reliability target is chosen to placement of new device. Labeling of line segments starts from the substation and197
goes downstream. Line lengths of segments are measured from the smaller digit numbered node to the higher198
neighboring node. For instance, line segment L 2 is the length of line segment between nodes 2 and 3.199

This simulation considers placement of sectionalizer, ACR or sectionalizing switch. Placement of Automating200
devices is made to either the newly placed switches or existing ones. Automation of switches helps to advance201
use of remote control capability by dispatch centers.202

The problem of improving reliability by the use of reclosing and switching capability is subjected to cost of203
installation of new devices. The cost optimization is done under reliability target constraints to achieve reliability204
targets. The more devices used to reclosing and switching are placed in a feeder, the higher the reliability of the205
feeder will be, but the cost of installing new devices increases. ECOST is an item of optimization objective and206
cost of existing switches are deducted from the corresponding costs of the optimized solution.207

13 b) Defined Genetic Algorithm Components208

? Initial population: Fifty line segments are assumed as initial population for this optimization. These209
chromosomes are test points where new devices are placed randomely. 50x9 matrix of line segment make up210
the initial population. Line segment one is location of the circuit breaker. Therefore, other locations are in211
searching space of the optimization algorithm for placement of sectionalizers, ACR or sectionalizing switches. ?212
Representation of line segments: Line segments of the feeder are represented in binary string. Nine digits are213
used to number the location and the type of device that will be installed. The maximum line number is 50 and214
it can be represented in six binary digits. The whole string represents a chromosome of the population in the215
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generation. Therefore, Single chromosome is made up of nine genes.?? 1 ?? 2 ?? 3 ?? 4 ?? 5 ?? 6 ?? 7 ?? 8 ??216
9 (7)217

The six digits, B The way of combination of individuals in the population is based on one-point crossover.218
One portion genes of a chromosome are exchanged with another mate that gives rise to new chromosome. The219
combination assumes that variation in the last three genes can lead to the optimal solution. The crossover at220
this point enables alternative approach to installment of device at different location (chromosome).221

Parent-1: 0 0 1 0 0 1 | 1 0 0 Parent-2: 0 0 1 0 1 0 | 0 0 0 Child-1: 0 0 1 0 0 1 | 0 0 0 Child-2: 0 0 1 0 1 0 | 1 0222
0 Form of recombination:Child-1 = |geneparent1 geneparent2 | Child-2 = |geneparent2 geneparent1 |223

where, the abbreviations stand for Geneparent1 -Genes from parent-1 Geneparent2 -Genes from parent-2224
Six genes from parent one is placed in the first offspring and same from parent two in the second offspring.225

Gene exchange occurs after the sixth digit. The last three of the first parent is put into the second offspring226
and vice versa. Such combination is applied to consecutive chromosomes in the population. At first the initial227
population gives 50 new individuals and using selection function fittest ones are promoted to the next era. Matlab228
user defined function in m-file programming is developed for this recombination.229

14 ? Mutation230

In this optimization, a mutation probability of 0.08 is applied in the offspring. Alteration of genes brings about231
different placement location opportunity. This enables alternative way of checking reliability improvements due232
to installments of new devices. In each generation, the application of such mechanism develops chromosome233
fitness value to reach into the optimal locations of new candidate sections.234

15 ? Fitness function235

The objective of this optimization is to minimize the cost of installing new devices in the feeder. Cost optimization236
is done under reliability constraints. The objective function (8) for this optimization is taken for the cost values237
of installment of new devices stated as in [6] plus corresponding expected cost of interruption ECOST. The238
program analyzes the fitness value of only individuals whose B 7 =1 in their chromosomes. Sections having239
existing switch before this optimization are only provided to automating equipment installment. Hence for240
chromosome having B 7 =1, B 8 =0 and B 9 =0, for existing switch is deducted from the total sum of the241
optimized cost.???????????????? ?? = ?????? (?? ?? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? ?? ) + ?????????? (8)242
Subjected to ?????????? ? 0.15 ??????/????????/????(9)243

?????????? ? 0.25 ???/????????/???? (10) where, This optimization considers failure rate of lines, ACRs,244
sectionalizing switches and sectionalizers. For every generation, the reliability of the feeder is evaluated to see any245
improvement of the cost minimization process. Because of different individuals represent different line segments246
in a generation, it is the cumulative reliability of the system that corresponds to the cost minimization process.247
Hence by improving fitness values of chromosomes in a particular generation, the average reliability value of that248
generation can be improved. Therefore, a generation is considered instead of individuals. Reliability indices are249
evaluated for each generation to minimize the cost within the constraint.?????? = ??(1 + ??) ?? ((1 + ??) ?? ?250
1) ?(11251

To evaluate reliability of the system, the line failure and the portion of the feeder it affects is considered. Fig.252
1 shows feeder line segments and labels of candidates for recruitment to new device installment.253

The failure rates of newly installed devices are also assumed in each line segment. Failure rate data of new254
devices installed is assumed according to data values stated in [18]. Line sections and load points affected by255
upstream and downstream failure are exclusively and mutually grouped. First row of X 1 is the line segments256
in the feeder and the second row is load points (cut set) interrupted by any failure occurring in line segments.257
Because these load points are isolated using sectionalizing switch at line L 9 . It’s to estimate the reliability of258
this portion according to how many customers are affected for each lines failure.259

The same is true to node points between L9 and L21. Any failure in the upstream of these loads and within260
the section of L9 and L21 interrupts power to the section from substation to L21. Second row of X 2 is the261
load points (cut set) interrupted by any failure occurring in line sections in the first row. It shows failure in the262
upstream affects loads in the downstream but the reverse is not true. This optimization problem result shows263
line candidates for automation, reclosing and switching as shown in Table 2 Reliability improvement ideas are264
identified to reduce frequency of interruption and the time an interruption lasts. Utility reliability requirement is265
taken as bench mark to improvement, automation upgrade are designed using genetic algorithm as optimization266
tool. Reliability Improvements are designed under constraints of feeder reliability indices SAIDI and SAIFI. The267
study feeder is chosen for this implementation because of its high installed supply capacity and high record of268
interruption.269

16 Global270

The design considered cost minimization while improving reliability. A sectionalizar, an ACR and three271
sectionalizing switches are installed. The automation, reclosing and switching optimization simulation results are272
achieved at low annual extra cost. However resulted reduction in SAIFI and in SAIDI are not significant. This is273
because Substation feeders have no standby networks through which alternative power supply mechanism can be274
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18 ACR

reconfigured. If any fault occurs, loads downstream of the fault remain de-energized until fault is cleared. This275
simulation took into consideration existing sectionalizing switches.276

Genetic algorithm optimization is applied to search for optimal automation configuration for the network. The277
genetic algorithm is selected for this design because of its effective combinational searching and representation278
of potential candidates is easy. Type and location of automation devices (candidates) are represented only by279
binary coding. Besides, searching space of design candidates are improved through generations enabling rapid280
arrival to optimal targets using Matlab R2016a version software.281

Genetic Algorithm can be implemented in reliability improvement of vast and complex distribution networks.282

17 VI. Future Works283

Distribution reliability improvement for the study feeder in smart grid environment is achieved by applying284
switching, automation and reclosing in the existing distribution system. Reliability data is analyzed Reliability285
improvement ideas are identified to reduce frequency of interruption and the time an interruption lasts. Utility286
reliability requirement is taken as bench mark to improvement, automation upgrade are designed using genetic287
algorithm as optimization tool. Reliability Improvements are designed under constraints of feeder reliability288
indices SAIDI and SAIFI. The study feeder is chosen for this implementation because of its high installed supply289
capacity and high record of interruption.290

The design considered cost minimization while improving reliability. A sectionalizar, an ACR and three291
sectionalizing switches are installed. The automation, reclosing and switching optimization simulation results are292
achieved at low annual extra cost. However resulted reduction in SAIFI and in SAIDI are not significant. This is293
because Substation feeders have no standby networks through which alternative power supply mechanism can be294
reconfigured. If any fault occurs, loads downstream of the fault remain de-energized until fault is cleared. This295
simulation took into consideration existing sectionalizing switches.296

Genetic algorithm optimization is applied to search for optimal automation configuration for the network. The297
genetic algorithm is selected for this design because of its effective combinational searching and representation298
of potential candidates is easy. Type and location of automation devices (candidates) are represented only by299
binary coding. Besides, searching space of design candidates are improved through generations enabling rapid300
arrival to optimal targets using Matlab R2016a version software.301

18 ACR302
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???????? = ? ? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? (5)
?? ??

(6)
?? ??

where
i Outage source (line, transformer, switch, etc.)
k Load point
L k Average load at load point k
t i Interruption duration by outage source i
?

[Note: i Failure rate by outage source i]

Figure 6:

F
Capacity Active power Reactive power No of No of
(MVA) (MW) (MVAR) transformers customers
16.085 12.868 9.651 50 11235

Figure 7:
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18 ACR

chromosome. B 9 =1 indicates automating device
installment.
1. B 7 =1, B 8 =0, B 9 =1 represent the new device placed
as sectionalizing switch that has automating
equipment connected with it. If there is previously
an existing switch, only automating equipment is
required.
2. For B 7 =1, if B 8 =1, it represents new ACR is
installed. B 9 , automating equipment, is required to
enable remote-control capability of sectionalizing
switches. It’s not required if the installed device is
an ACR. Therefore, in this case, the value of B 9
doesn’t represent anything.
3. B 7 =0 shows that the status of B 8 and B 9 has no
effect in the process. It means no device is installed.
However, if an existing switch is there no matter the
value of B 7 , the value of B 8 =0, B 9 =1 implies the
existing switch is automated.
This way of representation is used for all of the
fifty line segments. Line sections or chromosomes that
have existing switch have initially B 7 =1 value. If no
switch exists, B 7 =0. But after recombination, the value
of B 7 can be changed, i.e., it can have value zero though
a switch exists initially.
? Recombination
? Crossover combination

Figure 8:

2

Year 2016
29
XVI Issue VII Version I
) Volume
Journal of Researches in Engineering ( F

Figure 9: Table 2 :
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